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Synopsis Animals can amplify the mechanical power output of their muscles as they jump to escape predators or strike to capture prey. One mechanism for amplification involves muscle–tendon unit (MT) systems in which a spring element (series elastic element [SEE]) is pre-stretched while held in place by a “latch” that prevents immediate transmission of muscle (or contractile element, CE) power to the load. In principle, this storage phase is followed by a triggered release of the latch, and elastic energy released from the SEE enables power amplification ($P_{\text{RATIO}} = P_{\text{LOAD}}/P_{\text{CE, max}} > 1.0$), whereby the peak power delivered from MT to the load exceeds the maximum power limit of the CE in isolation.

Latches enable power amplification by increasing the muscle work generated during storage and reducing the duration over which that stored energy is released to power a movement. Previously described biological “latches” include: skeletal levers, anatomical triggers, accessory appendages, and even antagonist muscles. In fact, many species that rely on high-powered movements also have a large number of muscles arranged in antagonist pairs. Here, we examine whether a decaying antagonist force (e.g., from a muscle) could be useful as an active latch to achieve controlled energy transmission and modulate peak output power. We developed a computer model of a frog hindlimb driven by a compliant MT. We simulated MT power generated against an inertial load in the presence of an antagonist force “latch” (AFL) with relaxation time varying from very fast (10 ms) to very slow (1000 ms) to mirror physiological ranges of antagonist muscle. The fastest AFL produced power amplification ($P_{\text{RATIO}} = 5.0$) while the slowest AFL produced power attenuation ($P_{\text{RATIO}} = 0.43$). Notably, AFLs with relaxation times shorter than $\sim 300$ ms also yielded greater power amplification ($P_{\text{RATIO}} > 1.20$) than the system driving the same inertial load using only an agonist MT without any AFL. Thus, animals that utilize a sufficiently fast relaxing AFL ought to be capable of achieving greater power output than systems confined to a single agonist MT tuned for maximum $P_{\text{RATIO}}$ against the same load.

Introduction

Animals that rely on rapid movement for survival produce high rates of acceleration despite the relatively slow speed of muscular contraction (Benjamin-Clark and Lucey 1967; Gronenberg 1996; Wilson et al. 2003; Vogel 2005). To accelerate quickly, animals use diverse strategies that decrease the amount of time or increase the amount of energy stored, required to perform a given amount of mechanical work, thus increasing power (power = work/time = force × velocity). We consider a movement to exhibit power amplification ($P_{\text{AMP}}$), when the observed power output exceeds the maximal power that could be achieved through muscular contraction alone (i.e., $P_{\text{RATIO}} = P_{\text{LOAD}}/P_{\text{CE, max}} > 1.0$). For the purposes of this paper, the term “power amplification” does not reflect additional contributions of energy.

Power amplification ($P_{\text{AMP}}$) is common and important for animal movement. Two well-characterized examples of power amplification are jumping frogs and striking shrimp. Frogs accelerate their bodies through limb extension; and their relatively long legs provide more time for acceleration while...
animals with short limbs have a limited acceleration period (Vogel 2005). Yet, if an animal wishes to escape quickly, there may be serious limitations of directly powering a movement with muscle due to Hill-type force–velocity properties. Muscular force decreases significantly as a function of the shortening speed. Thus, in the quickest movements extensor muscles may not produce enough mechanical work to move a respectable absolute distance. Evidence suggests that frogs overcome some limitations of their muscle shortening speed through the use of a catapult-like mechanism in which the muscle–tendon (MT) unit releases energy faster than it was stored (Marsh 1994; Peplowski and Marsh 1997; Astley and Roberts 2012). Likewise, during predatory strikes, the peacock mantis shrimp (Odontodactylus scyllarus) generates incredibly high power outputs using a latch mechanism to allow for the slow storage and rapid release of elastic energy (Patek et al. 2004, 2007).

Similar power amplification mechanisms, where energy is stored before a quick movement, are also manifest in trap jaw ants biting (Gronenberg et al. 1993; Patek et al. 2006), insects jumping (Bennet-Clark and Lucey 1967; Bennet-Clark 1975; Burrows 2011; Burrows and Sutton 2012), primates jumping (Aerts 1998), salamanders, and toads capturing prey (Lappin et al. 2006; Deban et al. 2007) and horses sprinting (Wilson et al. 2003).

All these diverse power amplification movements require three elements: a contractile element (CE), a series elastic element (SEE), and a latch. The mechanism of power amplification occurs in three stages: (i) the energy storage phase in which the CE produces force, stretches the SEE, and a biological latch holds the SEE in tension, (ii) the triggered release of the latch, and (iii) the energy release phase in which the SEE recoils and transfers the stored elastic potential energy to a load such as a body or appendage (Roberts and Marsh 2003; Patek et al. 2007; Roberts and Azizi 2011; Astley and Roberts 2012; Lipfert et al. 2014). Because power is a rate of energy release (i.e., work/time), one way animals can achieve power amplification by reducing the time of energy release (stage iii) compared with the time over which energy is stored (stage i). Power is enhanced when the observed power output exceeds the maximal power that could be achieved through muscular contraction alone (i.e., $P_{\text{AMP}} = P_{\text{LOAD}}/P_{\text{CE,max}} > 1$). In principle, when the mechanics of force generation in the CE and the compliance of the SEE are optimally tuned, stored elastic energy will recoil with timing that acts to amplify power output of the MT (Galantis and Woledge 2003; Richards and Sawicki 2012; Rosario et al. 2016).

While power amplifying mechanisms manifest in a broad range of taxa, the specific biological structures differ depending on the species or task. Narrowing our scope to vertebrate terrestrial locomotion, we consider skeletal muscles as the CE. For the SEE component, there are several candidates. A biological spring can be any structure that stretches in response to an applied force, such as from a muscle contraction or an external load. These could include small-scale elastic structures within muscle such as titin (Wang et al. 1993; Rode et al. 2009; Nishikawa et al. 2012; Powers et al. 2017). And, there is an increasing amount of evidence that calcium-activated titin is not simply an elastic element but has important history-dependent effects regarding muscle function (i.e., force enhancement and force depression (Rode et al. 2009; Tomalka et al. 2017)). However, in vivo data indicate that larger-scale collagenous structures (i.e., connective tissue, tendons, and aponeuroses) are thought to be the primary sources of elastic energy storage during terrestrial vertebrate locomotion (Alexander 2002; Roberts and Azizi 2011; Roberts 2016). Latches can also come in many forms. For example, previous research has indicated several different latching mechanisms used by animals, such as body-weight, skeletal levers, accessory appendages, trigger structures, and even antagonistic muscles (Heitler 1974; Bennet-Clark 1975; Gronenberg 1996; Roberts and Marsh 2003).

Despite the large variation, research into how latch form and function influences mechanical energy flow in locomotion systems is limited. The purpose of this study was to employ a modeling and simulation framework to explore the factors that determine whether antagonist muscles can serve as effective latch systems to enable high peak power and acceleration of an inertial load. Muscles arranged in antagonist pairs are found widely across species and have been shown to be critical for allowing functional control of joint position and stiffness (Hogan 1985; Farahat and Herr 2010). It is also possible that coordinated action of antagonist muscle pairs may enable controlled energy flow during high-power movements (Gronenberg 1996). For example, co-activation of an agonist–antagonist muscle pair (storage—stage i) followed by fast relaxation of the antagonist muscle (release—stage iii) could yield power amplification.

A recent modeling and simulation study examined how the geometry of an anatomical latch can substantially affect ballistic performance of a spring-powered load (Ilton et al. 2018). Specifically, Ilton et al. (2018) demonstrated that latches with instantaneous escapement (i.e., discrete energy storage and
release phases) achieve the highest peak power and acceleration of an inertial load, while latches with interference tend to slow the release of energy and limit peak performance. Similarly we sought to investigate the “gray zone” between discrete energy storage and release phases when the latch is a generalized, decaying antagonist force. We asked: Can antagonist forces that un-latch on a timescale similar to skeletal muscle relaxation still enhance power transferred to a load? We hypothesized that, when driving an inertial load: (1) there is a critical un-latching time where a MT system with an antagonist muscle latch matches the peak power output of the system without a latch and that (2) un-latching times that are faster/slower than the critical un-latching time enhance/attenuate peak power. To our knowledge, no current literature has produced a general model of an antagonist–latch mechanism (muscle or otherwise) that can be applied broadly across species and ballistic movements.

Materials and methods
To investigate how latch dynamics influence mechanical power transfer from a MT unit to inertial load we modified a Hill-type muscle model used by Richards and Sawicki (2012) to include an antagonist force latch (AFL). Following prior work (Galantis and Woledge 2003; Richards and Sawicki 2012), the agonist MT consisted of a CE connected in series with an idealized Hookean elastic element (SEE). Schematically, the MT generated a force on an inner pulley (radius = $L_{in}$) that resulted in load transmission across a larger pulley (radius = $L_{out}$). We located the AFL on the inner pulley opposite the MT to negate any influence of effective mechanical advantage between the antagonist pair. Next, we mathematically designed a latch that generated the same amount of force as the MT during the storage phase. Because the latch was a perfect antagonist, all of the agonist energy was stored in the SEE. We did not model the SEE as nonlinear like many studies that use models to predict motion (van Soest and Bobbert 1993; Delp and Loan 2000). This nonlinearity was not considered because our simulated contractions occurred at high muscle forces where linear and nonlinear elastic elements would behave similarly. During the release phase, the latch force decayed to zero in sigmoidal fashion with duration $t_n$ that varied across simulations (Fig. 1B). During the release phase, MT energy could either be transferred to the load or dissipated by the latch. This novel computational framework is a simplified representation of agonist–antagonist muscle pair that can transfer net energy across a joint to an inertial load (i.e., mass only) (Fig. 1). We chose the un-latch time duration $t_n$ as the independent variable of study with the aim to characterize the critical antagonist force un-latch time for power amplification.

The equations of motion used in the MATLAB simulation were taken from Richards and Sawicki (2012) and adjusted to include the force contribution from the AFL. Following Newton’s Second Law of Motion, we devised a linear momentum balance equation on the inertial load according to the diagram in Fig. 1 to give Equation (1):

$$F_{LOAD} = ma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $F_{LOAD}$ is the overall force applied to the load, $m$ is the mass of the load, and $a$ is the acceleration of the load.

We then modified the Richards and Sawicki’s (2012) angular momentum balance equation about the massless pulley to include the torque contributed by the AFL, yielding Equation (2):

$$(F_{MT}L_{in}) - (F_{LATCH}L_{in}) - (F_{LOAD}L_{out}) = 0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $L_{in}$ is the moment arm of both the MT ($F_{MT}$) and latch ($F_{LATCH}$) force, and $L_{out}$ is the moment arm of the load force, $F_{LOAD}$. Because the MT and latch were applied at the same distance from the pulley center, we derived a simplified equation for $F_{LOAD}$ (Equation 3), using the EMA of the MT, a dimensionless lever ratio (i.e., $EMA = L_{in}/L_{out}$):

$$F_{LOAD} = (F_{MT} - F_{LATCH})EMA.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

The force generated by the MT is developed by a CE in series with an elastic element (SEE), yielding Equation (4):

$$F_{MT} = F_{CE} = F_{SEE}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

The MT in the simulations included physiological and morphological properties of a common frog model (i.e., Xenopus laevis) planaris longus (PL) MT. Each simulation was a singular MT contraction initiated by a maximum intensity square wave excitation to the CE. The CE force was computed using a Hill-type model with first order activation dynamics and non-linear force–velocity properties (Richards and Sawicki 2012). Similar to other baseline modeling studies (Galantis and Woledge 2003; Richards and Sawicki 2012), none of the simulations include CE force–length effects. Using standard equations for shortening (Equation 5), we modeled force–velocity dynamics (Hill, 1938):
Based on prior in vivo studies of *X. laevis*, the model employed parameters as follows: maximum isometric muscle force, $F_{\text{CE, max}}$ (10.0 N), rest length (20.0 mm), and maximum shortening velocity, $V_{\text{max}}$, of nine muscle rest lengths per second or 180 mm/s (Richards 2011). From these values, we derived the maximum CE power output ($P_{\text{CE, max}} = 171.9 \text{ mW}$), which occurs at a velocity of about $1/3 V_{\text{CE, max}}$. This power output of the muscle agreed with the predicted $P_{\text{CE, max}}$ region in a Hill-type force–velocity curve (Hill, 1938). We set the SEE spring stiffness (1250 N/m), EMA (0.1), and mass (0.03 kg) to the values that generated maximum peak power output in a previous study (Richards and Sawicki 2012). These conditions represent the ideal “inertial-latch” system in the absence of a latch and allow for controlled comparison with modified configurations that do have a physical latch.

Finally, using MATLAB/Simulink (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), we created a range of slopes representing various AFL un-latching times, from nearly instantaneous un-latch time ($t_1 = 10$ ms) to slower un-latching time ($t_n = 1000$ ms) (Fig. 1B). Then, over the range of un-latch times, we performed simulations by numerically integrating Equation (1) using the step-wise equations established in Richards and Sawicki (2012) with the addition of latch dynamics described in Equations (2)–(5) to obtain values for latch, load, MT, CE, and SEE force, velocity, and length as a function of time. For each element in the model, we calculated mechanical power (i.e., $\text{Power} = \text{Force} \times \text{Velocity}$) as a function of time. In each simulation, we checked for power amplification, $P_{\text{AMP}}$, when $P_{\text{RATIO}} > 1.0$, by computing the ratio of the peak power delivered by the MT to the load ($P_{\text{LOAD}}$) to the maximum power that can be generated by the CE; $P_{\text{RATIO}} = P_{\text{LOAD}}/P_{\text{CE, max}}$. Using this model, we addressed our hypotheses by seeking to identify the threshold un-latch time for
which an AFL can amplify peak power delivered to the load ($P_{LOAD}$).

Of note, many muscle properties were not included in our model such as the force–length relationship, force enhancement, force depression, fiber type, internal inertia, parallel elasticity, and others. For a complete review of these effects, we point readers to an extensive modeling study by Ross et al. (2018). Our intention in using a basic MT model is to study the mechanism of antagonist muscle pairs in the simplest form to yield fundamental insights.

Results

Patterns of force, velocity, and power with and without an AFL

Patterns of force, velocity, and power in the system with an inertial load only (Fig. 2A) and with the addition of an AFL (Fig. 2B) demonstrated that power amplification ($P_{RATIO} > 1.0$; $P_{LOAD} > P_{CE,max} = 172$ mW) is possible both in the absence and presence of an AFL, but the pattern of energy flow is different. In the system without an AFL, the dynamic interaction between the MT and the inertial load enables temporary storage of elastic energy in the SEE that is returned with timing that amplifies the peak power ($P_{LOAD} = 203$ mW; $P_{RATIO} = 1.17 > 1.0$) transmitted by the muscle to the load (Fig. 2A), a phenomenon that has been previously described in detail (Galantis and Woledge 2003; Richards and Sawicki 2012).

In systems with an AFL, MT power is not delivered exclusively to the load. During the storage phase, forces contributed by the AFL and MT were equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. Therefore, all of the energy generated by the CE shortening (positive velocity and power) was stored as strain energy in the SEE as it was stretched (negative velocity and power). In the release phase, energy from the MT to the load and the AFL (Figs. 2–4). Because there is no internal inertia in the model, force generated by the CE is instantaneously converted to shortening velocities at 0 s.

Influence of AFL un-latch time on power transmission

The AFL un-latch time strongly influenced the power transmitted from the MT to the load (Figs. 3 and 4). As the AFL un-latch time increased, the AFL absorbed and dissipated more and more energy. A nearly simultaneous latch (Fig. 3A) produce no negative latch power, the un-latch time produced only $-22.7$ mW, but reached $-273$ mW for the slowest AFL un-latch time (1000 ms) (Fig. 3B) and this significantly attenuated the power transferred from the MT to the load (Fig. 4A). As a consequence of the increasing latch absorption with increasing un-latch times, an AFL with a near instantaneous release (un-latch time = 10 ms; near-perfect escapement) yielded $P_{LOAD} = 839$ mW ($P_{RATIO} = 4.88$) a substantial amplification (Fig. 3A) while the slowest releasing latch (un-latch time = 1000 ms) yielded $P_{LOAD} = 86$ mW; ($P_{RATIO} = 0.43$) a substantial power attenuation (Fig. 3B).

With an AFL un-latch time of 385 ms, the tradeoff between additional elastic energy stored in the SEE at the beginning of the simulation and the energy absorbed and dissipated by the AFL during release balanced out and resulted in a $P_{RATIO} = 1.0$ (Figs. 2B and 4A). For systems with an AFL, un-latch times shorter than 385 ms amplified power and un-latch times slower than 385 ms attenuated power. Thus, the threshold un-latch time for power amplification for this model was 385 ms.

Discussion

In animal movement, latches can enhance the power a MT unit transfers to its load by creating two distinct phases of energy transfer. First, in the storage phase, the latch provides a resistive force so that the CE within a MT unit can shorten slowly and store energy in series elastic tissues (SEE). Then, in the release phase, the latch acts as a switch that frees the stored elastic energy at a great rate. While we know an instantaneous latch (i.e., perfect escapement) between the storage and release phases maximizes peak power transferred to a load, we know little about how the form of the latch mediates its function. We hypothesized that, for a MT driving an inertial load an AFL with a sufficiently fast (i.e., critical) un-latching time could enhance the peak power delivered from a MT to the load beyond what is possible in the absence of a latch. We sought to characterize the critical un-latch time and evaluate whether it falls within the range of relaxation times for skeletal muscle.

In this study, we extended an already established model (Richards and Sawicki 2012) to simulate a compliant MT driving a mass across a joint with and without an AFL (Fig. 1). We used two comparisons to describe the performance of our AFLs. First, we used a base model without a latch with mass and SEE stiffness optimized to maximize peak power to the load ($P_{RATIO} = \sim 1.2$) to establish a control condition to help evaluate the performance benefits of an AFL (Fig. 2A). Then we simulated the identical
system with a “perfect” latch in place using an AFL that had near-instantaneous un-latch time (10 ms) to establish the limit for peak power amplification ($P_{\text{RATIO}} = 4.88$) (Fig. 3A). With these two conditions benchmarked, we explored a range of simulations with AFLs that had increasing unlatching durations up to 1000 ms (Figs. 2B, 3B, and 4). In these cases, both the MT and the AFL
operated across equal EMAs of 0.1. Under all circumstances, the MT was fully activated and stored the same amount of elastic energy before un-latching occurred.

As hypothesized, we found a strong relationship between AFL un-latching time and peak power transferred from the MT to the load (Fig. 4A). As un-latching time increased (i.e., slower un-latching)
peak power transferred from MT to load decreased. In addition, we found a critical un-latching time (385 ms for this specific system) where the AFL absorbed enough energy to cancel the amplifying effect of the pre-stored elastic energy and the system had $P_{\text{RATIO}} = 1.0$ (Figs. 3B and 4). Un-latching faster than the critical time amplified peak load power and un-latching slower than critical time attenuated peak load power (Fig. 4). Finally, the system with an AFL performed as well or better than the optimal system without an AFL (the base model) for un-latch time only slightly faster than critical (Figs. 2 and 4). Thus, while very simple, this model clearly highlights the importance of un-latching dynamics in shaping functional limits during high power movements. Our findings are consistent with recent studies that also found that latch release rate, prescribed by latch geometry (Ilton et al. 2018) or a critical load (Sawicki et al. 2015) is an important factor that mediates the power transferred from a

![Graph A](image)

**Fig. 4 A)** Peak load power vs. AFL un-latch time. Peak power (mW) represents the rate of energy transfer to the load (black) and peak power absorbed by the latch (dashed). Horizontal lines represent maximal power produced by the CE alone ($P_{\text{CE,max}}=172$ mW; red dashed) and the inertial latch base standard (200 mW; gray dashed). As un-latch time increases peak power delivered to the load is attenuated more and more by the AFL, until the point when power amplification $<1.0$ at a critical un-latch time of 385 ms for this system. **B** Net work vs. AFL un-latch time. Net work (mJ) represents the total energy generated or dissipated in the release phase as computed by integrating the power vs. time curves from the MT unit (green), CE (red), and AFL (dashed gray). The solid red area represents the amount of mechanical work transferred from the CE to the SEE during the storage phase, and this energy is released to add to the net work done by the MT on the load (SEE release energy). Note, because in this simple model, the CE does not have a defined stroke length and is not subject to force–length limitations the net work transferred to the load is constant across all simulations and dictated by the kinetic energy of the load when the CE reaches zero force at $v_{\text{max}}$. In this case, as AFL un-latch time increases the MT must perform more and more work to overcome AFL dissipation and produce the same net work on the load, a significant energetic penalty that negatively impacts system energy transfer efficiency.
1. While we did explicitly not specify the source of time (regulation of calcium re-uptake (Salmons and Vrbová 2016)).

2. Other factors such as fiber type, temperature, prescriptive hormones, parvalbumin, electric stimulation, and disease affect the regulation of calcium re-uptake (Salmons and Vrbová 1969; Wiles et al. 1979; Stein et al. 1982; Muntener et al. 1995; Olberding et al. 2017). Therefore, there is a wide physiological range of skeletal muscle relaxation rates. Generally, physiologists use “half-relaxation time” ($T_{1/2}$), or the time it takes force to decrease to half its value, to characterize the kinetics of muscle relaxation. Table 1 consolidates $T_{1/2}$ for a wide range of taxa with a range of 6–516 ms. Comparably, our modeled half-unlatching times ranged from 0 to 500 ms (Fig. 4).

3. Absolute half-relaxation time may be significantly affected by temperature or muscle preparation size. Therefore, we also compared the relative value of half-relaxation time divided by the time to half-peak tension ($T_{1/2}/F_{\text{max}}$) reported as a relaxation ratio (RR; Table 1). With our model, we identified that an AFL that can unload 0.4–1.2 times ($T_{1/2}/F_{\text{max}}$) will amplify peak power transmitted from an MT to an inertial load. Generally, vertebrate muscles relax much more slowly than they produce force (Table 1). The fastest vertebrate muscle known, toadfish superfast acoustic swimbladder, have a RR of 1.0 which is much larger than our model’s instantaneous unlatch RR of 0.4. However, muscle-based latches with relaxation rates in the biological range of rat ankle extensors or human elbow flexors (e.g., 1.28 and 1.14) may still enhance power. Because our threshold value is biologically relevant both in absolute and relative terms, it may be feasible that muscles act as AFLs in nature.

4. The mechanism of a muscle-based latch has several benefits and trade-offs to consider. One of the

---

**Table 1** Comparative muscle fixed-end contraction kinetics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model (citation)</th>
<th>Muscle; temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Experience scale ($F_{\text{max}}$)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{max}}$ (muscle lengths/s)</th>
<th>$T_{1/2}/F_{\text{max}}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$T_{1/2}$ ($\text{ms} \pm \text{SE}$)</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toadfish (Rome et al. 1996)</td>
<td>Red trunk muscle; 16°C</td>
<td>Muscle bundle; $F_{\text{max}}$ not reported</td>
<td>2.43±0.04</td>
<td>33.46</td>
<td>516±56</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toadfish (Rome et al. 1996)</td>
<td>White trunk muscle; 16°C</td>
<td>Muscle bundle; $F_{\text{max}}$ not reported</td>
<td>4.12±0.29</td>
<td>17.63</td>
<td>116.91</td>
<td>6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse (Askew and Marsh 1998)</td>
<td>Soleus; 37°C</td>
<td>Twitch; Tetanus; 271 kN/m²</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>4.5 ±0.2</td>
<td>55.0±3.7</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rattlesnake (Rome et al. 1996)</td>
<td>Shaker muscle; 16°C</td>
<td>Muscle bundle; $F_{\text{max}}$ not reported</td>
<td>7.68±1.78</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>25.7±3.5</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat (Close 1964)</td>
<td>Soleus; 35°C</td>
<td>In vitro muscle; 1.53±0.12 N</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>48.0±3.4</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullfrog (Roberts and Azi 2011)</td>
<td>Plantaris longus, 22°C</td>
<td>In vitro MT unit; 17.41 N</td>
<td>9.62±1.52 (Azizi and Roberts 2014)</td>
<td>67.39</td>
<td>137.04</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat (Close 1964)</td>
<td>EDL, 35°C</td>
<td>In vitro muscle; 2.19±0.29 N</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>8.0±0.7</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human (van Leemputte et al. 1999)</td>
<td>Elbow flexor muscles; body temperature</td>
<td>In vivo MT group; 57.0±6.9 Nm</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>111.0</td>
<td>127.0</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toadfish (Rome et al. 1996)</td>
<td>Superfast swimbladder; 16°C</td>
<td>Muscle bundle; $F_{\text{max}}$ not reported</td>
<td>11.8±0.8</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Critical muscle-based latch (385 ms)</td>
<td>≥10 N</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>166 (Fig. 2B)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Muscles that may have kinetics appropriate to act as an antagonist latch according to our mathematical framework (gray). RR, relaxation ratio is the half-relaxation time ($T_{1/2}$) divided by the time to half-peak tension ($T_{1/2}/F_{\text{max}}$). Italicized measurements were calculated by the authors from published contraction time-series data.*
biggest benefits of a muscle-based latch would be its controllability. Latches that function with escape-ment (e.g., exoskeletons of arthropods) function as an all-or-none switches and can be difficult to con-trol without a pre-planned, feedforward motor com-mand (Kagaya and Patek 2016). Jumping insects like leafhoppers and fleas likely rely on tuned latches and springs to minimize jerk (Sutton and Burrows 2011; Bonsignori et al. 2013) and SEE stiffness appears to be evolutionarily tuned for the amount of preparatory time an animal has before take-off (Rosario et al. 2016). On the other hand, a latch that is trig-gered by muscle deactivation could be interrupted and or modulated on-line, within a movement by re-activating the muscle serving as the latch. One trade-off of this benefit in terms of controllability is that it would come with a metabolic penalty, because modulating activation is not free.

We note that the current study focused mostly on peak power rather than net work transferred to the load. This was in part due to the fact that net work done on the load was hard to study in this model because it remained constant, independent of un-latch time (Fig. 4B). This was due to a limitation of not constraining the CE force output by a stroke length or force–length penalties, which may be espe-cially important in jumping systems (Roberts and Azizi 2011). Thus, it is unclear whether or not an antagonist muscle latch system would also allow con-trollability of net work transferred to a load (e.g., total jump distance). We acknowledge our model neglects other muscular properties in addition to the force–length relationship particularly the force–depression phenomenon in shortening muscle (Herzog et al. 2000).

We endeavored to use a generic antagonist force with logistic decay to explore hypothetical effects of latches with muscle-like relaxation dynamics. While we used biologically relevant parameters, there are several limitations to note that should be considered when interpreting or extending our results. First, we did not model our AFL as a muscle with Hill-type properties. Incorporating a Hill-type model to cap-ture the force production dynamics of the antagonist latch may be a futile attempt. Hill-type muscle mod-els, while common, are poor predictors of lengthening muscle force output (Harry et al. 1990). In addition, not only would a muscle-based latch be stretching, but it would also be relaxing-conditions that are rarely investigated in combination. And lastly, a Hill-type model may lessen the broad applica-tions of this model. As is, this mathematical sys-tem could be modulated to be more specific to other power amplifying mechanisms such as ballistic feeding (Lappin et al. 2006; Deban et al. 2007) or the cam mechanisms now utilized by engineering groups building small, superfast robots (Kovač et al. 2008). In addition, the model we used for the SEE may be limited. Ilton et al. (2018) have begun focusing attention away from the CE and re-focusing attention on the mechanical behavior of springs which also have force–velocity trade-offs. In fact, especially when recoiling rapidly, non-ideal springs lose energy by moving their own internal mass (inertia) and to heat loss/hysteresis. Thus, our predictions of power amplification may be an over-estimate because we used an idealized Hookean spring as the SEE.

What would be the implications of an actual an-tagonist muscle latch? During the energy release phase, a real antagonist muscle latch would be de-activating (decrease in force production) while being stretched by the agonist. This could be broadly char-acterized as an eccentric contraction due to the semi-active nature of the stretch. In this dynamic state, the internal inertia, parallel elasticity, and force enhance-ment contributions of titin could increase the total resistive force of the antagonist muscle. Thus, this would absorb energy away from the action of the agonist. This is a rather large and complicated para-metric space to test. It follows that the best method to test whether a muscle could act as an antagonist muscle latch would be with an empirical benchtop in vitro muscle preparation. While it seems as though realistic muscle properties may generally re-duce the amount of power transmitted to the load, there are morphological variations that could miti-gate these limitations. For example, fiber pennation allows fibers to rotate during stretches thus the total length of the antagonist muscle could lengthen faster than the antagonist fibers lengthen (Azizi and Roberts 2014). This means that there may be less contribution of parallel elasticity or force enhance-ment. Feasibility of antagonist muscle latches has also been intimated by data presented by Roach et al. (2013). Here, researchers demonstrate that hu-man shoulders may use elastic energy storage to pro-duce high power outputs. Specifically, the biceps muscle may act as an antagonist muscle latch while pectoralis major loads elastic energy (Roach et al. 2013).

Aside from the Hill-type parameters of the MTs themselves, there are a number of other aspects of the system that we did not study which could sig-nificantly alter the power transferred to a load. First, the load in our system comprised a mass only, but it is well known that load dynamics (e.g., the addition of gravity or drag) can impact MT power output
Muscle latches mediate power transfer

(Galantis and Woledge 2003; Richards and Sawicki 2012). Second, in our model we activated the agonist long enough to store the maximum elastic energy in the SEE before un-latching. If the AFL had un-latched prior to maximal energy storage, the system would have had less energy available to amplify the agonist MT power output (Sawicki et al. 2015; Rosario et al. 2016). Next, our model assumed an equal EMA between the agonist MT and AFL. In vivo systems generally have different EMAs on different sides of a joint, and these EMAs change dynamically with limb extension—a feature that could greatly impact the timing of energy transfer and therefore peak MT and load power output.

In conclusion, it is clear that latch mechanisms can increase the peak power transferred by a MT actuator to its load, but ideal escapement mechanisms with instantaneous un-latching capability lack controllability. Using a mathematical model we investigated the feasibility to use skeletal muscles as AFLs to enhance transfer of mechanical power from a MT to an inertial load. Specifically, we investigated how AFL un-latching duration enhances or attenuates the mechanical power produced by a muscle (CE) and spring (SEE) driving a mass at a fixed EMA. This foundational framework identified a critical AFL un-latch time (385 ms) at which peak load power is attenuated for slower and amplified for faster un-latching times. More interestingly however, the critical un-latch time is about $1.35 \times$ the RR and suggests that many skeletal muscles in vertebrates including rats, frogs, cats, and humans could serve as AFLs to improve energy transfer during powerful movements. It remains unclear how other factors such as complex muscle properties, MT morphology, transmission properties (EMA), or the nature of the load (i.e., body size and environment dynamics) may affect the critical un-latch time as it relates to peak power and net work delivered from MT to load. Thus, further avenues of integration that can account for the complicated dynamics of antagonist muscles acting across the same joint (e.g., force–length, history dependence, and dynamics of lengthening de-activating MTs) will be crucial to establish the functional limits of muscle-based latches.
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